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Resume Writing 

A resume is a tool used in marketing the individual seeking 
employment. It should represent clearly the strengths of a 
person, such as special training, work experience and per- 
sonal characteristics that qualify the individual for a position. 
The resume is a means through which a person is introduced 
to a prospective employer and is a reminder of that person 
after the interview is completed. 

Preparation of a resume should begin with self-assessment 
to identify strengths of the individual. This process should in- 
volve someone who knows the ability of the individual, since 
many people under-value their abilities. The strengths should 
be presented in the order that is most important to the reader. 

Personal information at the top of the resume should be 
limited to name, address and telephone number. The Career 
Objective statement should follow personal information. This 
statement should be very clear and contain a combination of 
some of the following items: 1) job function desired (teaching, 
research, quality assurance, sales), 2) type of organization 
(university/college, government, large or small corporation), 
3) industry or business preferred (meat industry, government, 
marketing), and 4) skills to be utilized (organizational, super- 
visory, computer, communication, research). Avoid putting all 
these items into the Career Objective statement to eliminate 
confusion. The career statement should be related to the.per- 
sonal strengths and qualifications emphasized later in the 
resume. 

The remainder of the resume may be organized into differ- 
ent formats. Three common types of resumes are: 1) chrono- 
logical, 2) functional skills, and 3) a combination of 1 and 2. 
Discussion of each type follows: 

Chronological resumds. This kind of resume is used fre- 
quently by Bachelor of Science degree graduates with little 
experience and persons with some experience but in the same 
field as the job they are applying for. Use reversed chrono- 
logical order when showing educational accomplishments and 
work experiences. 

Functional Skills resumds. Use this resume to empha- 
size specific skills and support each skill listed with experi- 
ences in which the skill was developed and used. Experiences 
do not have to be limited to work experiences. They could be 
experiences gained through membership in different organi- 
zations or community activities. This type of resume offers an 
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opportunity to show transferability of skills to a variety of dif- 
ferent fields. Work history must follow the experiences and 
the history must include dates because this type of resume is 
often used by individuals with some terms of unemployment. 

ChronologicaUFunctional Skills resumds. This is a good 
resume style for new graduates which uses reversed chrono- 
logical order for experiences (educational and work) and starts 
with highlights of the applicant’s qualifications. The Qualifica- 
tion Highlights must be backed up with examples which are 
defendable, appropriate for the position and consistent with 
the stated career objective. Qualification Highlights must be 
written by the applicant to be sure they reflect the personal 
style of the applicant. 

Experiences should be described using action verbs, such 
as “trained and supervised 20 employees,” rather than com- 
plete sentences. Be cautious when using statistics, such as 
“improved productivity 15%,” because this must be defended. 
Alternative headings that may be used to present experiences 
could be: Relevant Experience, Related Experience, Agricul- 
tural Experience, Professional Experience. Each experience 
listed under this heading must be focused on the job being 
sought. Other experiences that are not closely related to the 
job being sought can be listed under the headings Additional 
EmploymenffExperience. If the heading Work History is used, 
every job ever held must be listed. 

Other headings that may be used in a resume include Rel- 
evanffRelated/Key Course Work, Skills/Technical Knowledge, 
Cam pus/Comm un ity Involvement, Professional ActivitiesIAf- 
filiations. Honors/Achievements/Awards, Interests, Additional 
Information and PresentationsdPublications (list available upon 
request). If only one item can be listed under a heading, the 
heading should be combined with another. 

Education information may be presented either with the 
school first or the degree first, whichever markets the indi- 
vidual best. The job description or requirements may indicate 
which is the most important to the prospective employer. 

References should be available on request and printed on 
a separate sheet with clear identification at the top as to who 
the references are for. Three to five references are preferred. 
They should be listed in the order you want them contacted 
with the strongest reference listed at the upper left position on 
the page. 

General points in resume preparation include: 
1) Avoid clutter. Provide some “white space” by organiz- 

ing information using bold type, italics, indentations and bul- 
lets. 

2) Have resume laser printed to get a professional appear- 
ance. Print only on one side of the page. 

3) Use the same kind of Dawr for the resume, cover letter 
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5) Resume content should be brief, quantified when ap- 
propriate, contain action verbs and be results-oriented. 

6) Accuracy. Have more than one individual proofread the 
resume to eliminate all errors. Be sure the correct degree is 
listed. 

7) A resume may be two pages if the first page captures 
the reader’s attention. Present items in order of importance to 
the reader. Try to limit the resume to two pages (not including 
list of references). 




